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Place your organisation in a formidable market position and maintain a sustainable
competitive advantage with effective, action focused staff.

WHAT IS WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT?

A definition of workforce development describes the approach as “employment initiatives that 
help create, sustain, and retain a viable workforce.” The objective of workforce development is 
to create economic prosperity for individuals, businesses, and communities.

At CAMOR we focus on an individual’s ability to enhance and develop their skills and develop 
the tools that they need for business success. In other words, workforce development trains 
individuals to be more productive and prosperous in the workplace, which benefits both the 
employer and the employee.

Our approach is one of continuous professional development for the individual not a “one 
and done” initiative to train employees. We believe that it is an ongoing process of knowledge 
transfer, skills development and promoting understanding so that employees may tackle the 
workplace problems of tomorrow.

If its not “one and done” then what does workforce development look like in practice?
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HOW DO YOU ENGAGE YOUR EMPLOYEES?

Today’s workplace metrics are designed to assess employee performance and keep track 
of progress. Face-to-face monthly, bi-monthly, or quarterly performance reviews where 
improvements and aspirations are identified provide the opportunity to gauge training and 
development requirements for the individual and the team.

Skills-Based Training and workshop activities go a long way toward boosting employee 
morale and overall job satisfaction.

WHY YOU NEED IT?

Whatever your profession, continuous improvement is widely advocated as being a deciding 
factor in an organisations ability to accommodate the pace and complexities of change and 
equipping the individual to handle the problems of the future. As a result your organisation, 
your customers, vendors, or clients are part of a more forward-facing firm.

At its core, workforce development is about maximising the potential of your employees and 
providing them with the opportunities to effectively handle problems. When an employee 
feels like they’re valued and trusted, they’re more likely to stick around for the long haul.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

The benefits of workforce development are two-pronged: on the one hand, the employees 
themselves stand to gain from retraining, and on the other hand, the employers also enjoy a 
higher-skilled team. Below, we’ve listed some of the main benefits of employee development.

 •  Increased job satisfaction
 •  Lower turnover rate
 •  Increased operational efficiency
 •  Improved productivity
 •  Enhancements in innovative thinking
 •  Proactive, not reactive, problem solving
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An empowered workforce is one which feels like an asset to their employer. However, when 
an employee feels neglected or ignored by their management team, they may start looking 
for employment elsewhere. Plus, it gives employers the opportunity to communicate with 
their staff about best practices and how they can move forward in the industry together.

POSITION YOURSELF FOR TOMORROW

The CAMOR approach recognises that the development of knowledge, skills and understanding 
is ongoing and bespoke to the clients needs. We will work with you to up-skill, re-skill and 
develop your workforce.

The workshop sessions focus on improved communications, team-building and enhanced 
individual and team performance with each workshop tailored to a half day (3 hour) or full 
day (6 hour) delivery timeframes.

Our business development team have compiled some suggested training opportunities, 
however the list is not exhaustive so please contact us for bespoke delivery, tailored to your 
staffs, teams and organisation.

 By investing in ongoing workforce development, you can retain your top talent 
 and improve your business’s standing in our ever-changing economic landscape. 
 But remember, it’s crucial that you keep your employees—the learners—at the 
 centre of the development program by letting them choose where, how, and 
 what to learn.

If you would like to find out more about how CAMOR can help you deliver maximum returns 
from your workforce, improve employee satisfaction and avoid unnecessary recruitment 
costs by enhancing staff retention, contact us.
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 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS IN AN ORGANISATIONAL CONTEXT 

Giving and
Receiving Feedback 
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 Assertiveness Building Successful Dealing with
  Relationships Difficult People

 Developing Emotional Facilitation
 Personal Resilience Intelligence Skills
  

  Positive Presentation  
  Psychology Skills

Thinking
Creatively

Time management 
and Prioritisation

CAMOR can deliver training in a variety of formats that will help participants to develop their 
interpersonal skills in an organisational context.
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 ELEMENTARY, INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED LEVELS

Motivating
Your Team 
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 Management and Building and Managing
 Leadership Skills Leading Teams ‘Difficult’ People

 Managing Managing Managing
 Communication Effective Meetings Meetings & Briefings

  The Role of Effective  
  the Manager Leadership

Interview
Techniques

Managing  
Change

CAMOR can deliver business skills training in a variety of formats aimed at elementary, 
intermediate and advanced levels. This allows the training to meet the needs of different 
organisations and supports individuals at varying levels of responsibility in their ongoing 
professional development.
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CAMOR provide globally Integrated Risk and Security Solutions. Our world class security 
experts have advised UK and International Governments and business extensively, 
ensuring people, assets and reputations are safe and secure. A member of the Register 
of Security Engineers and Specialists (RSES), we are recognised by the Centre for the 
Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI) as providing the benchmark of professional 
quality, leading in the field of Insider Risk and Employee Vulnerability. 

CAMOR’s experts assess vulnerabilities and collaboratively develop plans with clients 
to mitigate and respond to threats from terrorism, organised crime, espionage, hostile 
actors and insider risks. Our proprietary Integrated Risk and Security Management 
System equips our clients with the required knowledge, skills and confidence to handle 
any threat or critical incident, working through the framework of: Prevent; Prepare; 
Respond and Recover. 

Supporting our domain experts, CAMOR’s project management and execution team 
encompasses more than 300 years of experience in International Emergency Services. 
Highly experienced in the security field themselves, these associates are dedicated to 
ensuring the highest levels of quality and service delivery.

CAMOR’s single source accountability means that our experts guide a project through 
its entire life:  from the conceptual design phase, design & review, through to start-up, 
implementation and review. For example, CAMOR can perform all of the following:

A. Risk, Vulnerability and Threat assessment
B. Security strategy development and oversight
C. Knowledge, skills and confidence development programmes 
 to build capability and resilience at all organisational levels
D. Review, validation and audit 

CAMOR treasures its reputation for skill, integrity, and responsibility, earned over many 
years in highly vetted positions within the security sector to meet our commitments.  
We are dedicated to preserving and enhancing that reputation.  We are excited to be 
part of your project. 
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